
Discover the Powerful Ways to Make a Deal
With the Universe and Manifest Your Desires!
Do you often feel like you're missing out on opportunities or struggling to achieve
your goals? Maybe it's time to make a deal with the universe! Manifesting your
desires is not just a mystical concept but a reality that you can tap into. In this
article, we will explore the practical steps you can take to enter into an alignment
with the universe and manifest the life you desire.

1. Understanding the Universe and Its Energy

The universe is a vast sea of energy that connects everything. In order to make a
deal with the universe, it's important to understand how this energy works and
how you can align yourself with it. The law of attraction states that like attracts
like, which means that your energy vibration attracts experiences and
opportunities that resonate with it.

To tap into this energy, you need to align your thoughts, feelings, and actions with
what you desire. This involves believing that your desires are possible, visualizing
them, and taking inspired action towards their achievement.
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2. Setting Clear Intentions for Manifestation

Manifestation begins with setting clear intentions for what you want to attract into
your life. Take some time to reflect on your desires and write them down. Be
specific and include details about how you want your life to be. This process
helps you clarify what you truly want and sends a clear signal to the universe.

Once you have set your intentions, it's important to let go of any attachment to
how they will manifest. Trust that the universe has a plan for you and will bring
your desires into reality in the best way possible. It's also crucial to maintain a
positive mindset and believe that what you desire is already on its way to you.

3. Aligning Your Energy with the Universe

Aligning your energy with the universe involves raising your vibration to match the
frequency of your desires. This can be achieved through various practices such
as meditation, visualization, and gratitude.

Regularly practice visualizing your desires as if they have already manifested.
Feel the emotions associated with having them and believe in their existence.
This helps to reinforce a positive and abundant mindset, attracting more of what
you desire into your life.

Cultivating a sense of gratitude is also crucial in aligning your energy with the
universe. Express gratitude for what you already have and believe that more
blessings are on their way. This gratitude expands your capacity to receive and
attracts positive experiences.

4. Taking Inspired Action Towards Manifestation
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While aligning your energy is important, taking inspired action is equally
necessary. The universe responds to your actions and supports you in achieving
your goals.

Pay attention to the opportunities and synchronicities that come your way. These
are often signs from the universe guiding you towards your desires. Seize these
opportunities and follow your intuition as it guides you towards the right path.

Breaking down your goals into actionable steps and consistently working towards
them is key. Stay committed, be patient, and trust in the process. Remember that
the universe works in its own time and has a perfect plan for your manifestation.

Making a deal with the universe and manifesting your desires is an empowering
journey that requires understanding, intention, alignment, and action. By tapping
into the energy of the universe and aligning yourself with it, you can attract the
experiences and opportunities you desire.

Stay positive, believe in yourself, and trust that the universe has your back. With
consistent effort and a strong connection to the universal energy, you can truly
make a deal with the universe and create the life of your dreams.
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The essential guide on the influence of planets on our personality and destiny
through the astropsychological lens. Appropriate for both beginners and
seasoned practitioners.

Each planet controls a vital part of our lives: health, intuition, beauty, intellect,
wealth, luck and relationships with parents / partner, children. Knowing this, and
being able to harmoniously harness the energy of the planets can change any
part of your life for the better. This book is dedicated to the practical wisdom of
the planets, allowing you to live in greater harmony with cosmic law.

Simple and accessible information on the influence of the planets on your
individual psyche, according to ancient knowledge.
With this book you’ll be able to:
• Identify how planets affect you
• Identify which planets work in your favour and bring you abundance and which
ones don’t
• How to heighten positive planetary influences
• How to neutralise negative planetary influences

To apply this information you won’t need a programme or in-depth knowledge of
astrology.All you’ll need to do is analyse your behaviour and change it to align
with the recommendations in this guide. Remember that action gives way to
habit, habit becomes personality, personality transforms into destiny. Just
changing your behaviour can change your whole future. This essential guide will
help you build the life you dreamed of.
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